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Why do educators need to provoke learning 
in Family Day Care?

It is the role of educators in Family Day Care services to 
facilitate children’s learning. Another word for facilitate is 
provoke – to arouse, to provide the stimulus for, to incite. 

Children are not in Family Day Care services just to be kept 
safe until their parents can care for them again. The role of an 
educator is not to entertain children. The role of an educator 
is to use the vital time that they spend with each child to 
maximise that child’s learning. 

Educators do this by facilitating and extending each child’s 
learning and development, by provoking children’s learning. 
This is done via the curriculum educators provide to children. 

The word curriculum can sometimes seem to belong more 
to the world of school education than what we do with 
the children we care for in our homes, but the definition of 
curriculum from the learning Frameworks makes this clearer. 

Our learning frameworks – the Early Years Learning 
Framework (EYLF) and Framework for School Aged Care tell us 
that in the early childhood setting curriculum means:

‘all the interactions, experiences, activities, routines 
and events, planned and unplanned, that occur 
in an environment designed to foster children’s 
learning and development’.

The National Quality Framework also tells us that the 
educational program we provide children is important. The 
aim of Quality Area 1 of the National Quality Standard is to:

‘ensure that the educational program and practice is 
stimulating and engaging, and enhances children’s 
learning and development.’

It also tells us that:

◗◗ each child’s current knowledge, strengths, ideas, culture, 
abilities and interests need to be at the foundation of the 
program.
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◗◗ educators need to be deliberate, purposeful, and thoughtful 
in their decisions and actions.

◗◗ educators need to respond to children’s ideas and play and 
extend children’s learning through open-ended questions, 
interactions and feedback.

So these things tell us that as educators we need to develop a 
program for children that:

◗◗ we have thought about deeply

◗◗ is stimulating and engaging (fun!)

◗◗ is based on children’s current knowledge and interests

◗◗ is designed to help children learn and develop

◗◗ is based on play

◗◗ allows us to support children’s learning by questioning and 
providing feedback. 
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What is a provocation?
You may have heard of the word provocation in relation to 
children’s learning. What is a provocation? A provocation is, 
essentially, something that provokes learning. 

They are thoughtfully planned stations or activities (on the 
floor, in the yard, on a table or on a wall) that are set up so a 
child or group or children to discover and explore. You may 
think of these as ‘setups’ or ‘activity setups’.

A provocation is the activity or the stimulus we set up for 
children to provoke:

as a response to something the educator has observed – your 
knowledge of a child’s interests, knowledge (or lack thereof), 
of their need to practice a skill. They often build on previous 
learning.

Provocations encourage children to explore and investigate 
in a playful way rather than an activity an educator sets up to 
get the children to do something in particular. It is the children 
who decide what they want to do, what they want to learn, and 
the educator is there to resource them as needed. 

Great provocations often inspire awe in children – by being 
beautiful or novel or inspiring a child. They encourage a child 
to play, react, think and explore deeply.

Provocations are:

◗◗ open ended activities that don’t have prescribed outcomes

◗◗ designed to stimulate ideas, imagination and initiative 

◗◗ can be designed for an individual child or a group of children.

◗◗ wonder

◗◗ thought

◗◗ conversation

◗◗ curiosity

◗◗ exploration

◗◗ creativity

◗◗ ideas.

Provocations are designed to encourage children to play. 
They are often beautiful to look at. Provocations are always 
thoughtfully planned by an educator. Often, they are set up 
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“Provocations are 
designed with great 
thought by educators to 
extend children’s ideas. 
The educators group the 
materials and media, but 
the children take these 
ideas where they want using 
skills such as creativity, 
exploration, planning and 
invention.”
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Reggio Emilia
The concept of provocations grew from what educators and 
teachers in countries like Australia took from the Reggio Emilia 
education programs for children under the age of 6 that have 
developed in Reggio Emilia a province in Northern Italy.

These centres started after World War II as places to restart 
re-building their city – by providing schooling for very young 
children.

You will often hear of provocations as being “Reggio inspired 
provocations”. The Reggio Emilia approach to early education 
is considered to be one of the world’s best, although it is 
impossible to replicate a system set up for a different country 
and a different culture in another, there are now many 
education and care services and programs in Australia that 
follow the “approach” of the Regio Emilia schools. Some 
Family Day Care educators already use this approach in 
providing education and care to children. 

The Reggio Emilia approach encompasses many key 
philosophies and methods – and is far too complex to 
summarise here. 

But some of the important ideas that impact on the 
establishment and use of provocations are that:

◗◗ children are seen as strong, capable, competent, creative 
and curious

◗◗ the environment in which children learn is seen as the ‘third 
teacher’

◗◗ children are encouraged to explore their ideas and theories 
with other children

◗◗ children are encouraged to ask questions at any time and to 
be researchers

◗◗ there should be joy in early learning environments

◗◗ an emergent curriculum, based on the interests of the 
children is important

◗◗ flexible environments allow educators to be responsive to 
the interests of the children

◗◗ the best environments provoke activity

◗◗ educators become co-researchers with children. 
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Provocations play a pivotal role in the Reggio Emilia 
approach to child-centred learning. 

“The Reggio Emilia Approach is 
an educational philosophy based 

on the image of a child with strong 
potentialities for development and 

a subject with rights, who learns 
through the hundred languages 

belonging to all human beings and 
grows in relations with others.”

Reggio Children website
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How do we provoke learning?
We provoke learning by:

◗◗ exciting joy in children – getting them to wonder

◗◗ giving children the chance to spend long periods of time 
theorising and testing their theories

◗◗ presenting new materials to children or old materials in new 
ways

◗◗ tapping into children’s own interests and giving them the 
opportunity to extend on their interests

◗◗ giving them ways to research things, helping them by 
becoming their co-researchers. 

To learn a child needs to 
concentrate on something and 

give it their whole attention. 
By provoking learning we are 

giving the child entry into a 
world where they can have 

incredible focus and attention.
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What do you know about the children in your 
Family Day Care?

As an educator in Family Day Care you know each child you 
care for intimately. 

◗◗ You know where they are developmentally. You know 
when a baby is on the verge of rolling over, sitting up, 
walking. You know when a child is interested in learning how 
to write their name.

◗◗ You know their personality. You know what excites them, 
whether they work best alone or in a team, whether they 
need more or less support from you and when.

◗◗ You know their interests. All learning comes from a child’s 
deep interests. You know when a child is interested in 
something and when their interest changes.

◗◗ You know what they know and what they don’t yet know. 
You know when they need to learn something even if they 
don’t realise it.

“What children learn  
does not follow as an automatic 

result from what is taught, 
rather, it is in large part due to 
the children’s own doing, as a 

consequence of their activities 
and our resources.”

Loris Malaguzzi, One of the founding 
teachers of Reggio Emilia

All of this knowledge you have of the babies and children in 
your care, puts you as a Family Day Care educator in a great 
position to provoke their learning.
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What does a provocation look like or do? 
Provocations will all look totally different depending on what 
your intention is as an educator. 

They will have some comment elements, however. They will 
usually:

◗◗ be thought provoking

◗◗ inspire children to explore reflect on and wonder about their 
world

◗◗ give children opportunities to see, listen, touch, manipulate, 
smell or taste 

◗◗ be open ended

◗◗ not be educator led

◗◗ not require a ‘correct’ response from children

◗◗ involve an educator listening to and taking note of children’s 
responses to the provocation – this should help you extend it 
and extend children’s learning

◗◗ involve a change in the usual environment of your home that 
will excite children’s interest

◗◗ attract children’s attention – this creates curiosity and often 
awe

◗◗ encourage children to engage in creative play and 
exploration and give their extended attention 

◗◗ challenge and extend children’s current knowledge

◗◗ not result in the creation of a concrete thing… though they 
may

◗◗ come from an educator’s deep knowledge of the children 
they are caring for.

Provocations can be very simple – a pile of rocks displayed in 
a heap on a table or they can be quite elaborate – the rocks, 
an iPad showing a webpage of rock sculptures, clay, recycled 
materials, a magnifying glass and a range of pictures of rocks 
around the world. They are often presented so that they look 
beautiful and appealing to capture children’s attention and awe.
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The intent is to invite a child to explore and express 
themselves. They should not have a predetermined outcome 
– such as every child will make a rock sculpture, although 
this might happen. They should encourage a child to express 
themselves throughout the activity.

A great provocation will stimulate a child’s thoughts, ideas, 
and action. It will enable a child to explore without the 
educator intervening, unless asked. It allows children to work 
out what they think can happen and to test this. Will rocks 
balance on top of other rocks? Are all rocks made of the same 
material? Are some rocks heavier than others? The child is 
encouraged to learn by exploring ideas. 
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Choosing what materials to include in a provocation is vitally 
important – as is choosing what to exclude. 

Let’s look at a concrete example: 

Farah is an educator who on Tuesday cares for 
4 children who are all preschoolers. Farah and 
the children found on a walk around her suburb 
that someone had laid a plank over a wet patch 
of ground. The plank acted like a bridge so the 
children could walk on it over the wet ground 
without getting their shoes wet. The children had 
started to talk about bridges. 

Farah decided to set up a provocation about bridges. 

She asked herself some questions:

◗◗ What materials could I put out that could be made into 
bridges? 

◗◗ What construction sets could be used to make bridges?

◗◗ What writing and or documentation materials could I put 
out so the children can document their bridges and which 
worked and which didn’t?

◗◗ What digital media could be useful to give the children 
access to?

◗◗ What visual resources could help? 

In the end she set up a sand table with small water jugs, 
pictures of bridges, clay, wooden blocks, a small digital 
camera, an iPad, clipboards, small toy cars and blue 
cellophane. Although the children could not yet read she put 
up a big sign saying ‘Bridges’, knowing the children would ask 
her what the sign meant. 

Farah had the provocation set up before the children arrived 
for the day. 

By providing the children with hands on materials for them to 
practice, test, and deconstruct their ideas about bridges, she 
was not telling them what to construct or even to construct 

Selection of materials for provocations
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Materials that could be used in 
provocations
Provocations normally would include a number of items, 
although as said before, they could be as simple as a pile of 
rocks. 

They could include: 

◗◗ natural materials (such as shells, leaves, flowers, seeds, 
stones)

◗◗ a photograph of something from nature or architecture or 
culture or a person

◗◗ a picture of a piece of famous art or a sculpture

◗◗ art materials the children may not have had access to before

◗◗ a projection on a wall

◗◗ an inspiring book

◗◗ things to do with movement

◗◗ crushed up pieces of paper

◗◗ tools

something. She was hoping that they children would explore 
how to build a bridge and decide what made a good bridge 
and what didn’t. She wanted them to think about a bridge 
allowing people to go over water. 

She chose a range of materials that could help the children 
construct bridges but did not tell them what to do. 

The materials she chose were able to be linked together 
by children but could have easily been used for any other 
purpose. Bridges were not the only things children could 
learn from these materials. The children’s imaginations would 
give them ideas of what to do. 

“Children can learn 
much more through the 

independent exploration 
of their world than through 

learning lead by the 
educator.”
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“Environments are 
invitations for inquiry. These 

environments have the 
potential to promote learning 

processes where children 
engage with one another and 

with meaningful materials 
exploring, constructing 

and representing their 
understanding and theories.”

Louise Jupp, 2016

How should you decide what to use?
A provocation is never just a bunch of materials grouped 
together, even if they are beautifully displayed. Every item 
is chosen carefully by the educator to spark children’s 
imaginations – they have been chosen to allow a child to 
explore, discover and create. 

◗◗ a question

◗◗ magnifying glasses

◗◗ light that creates shadows

◗◗ pieces of material and string

◗◗ sensory items

◗◗ things that can be measured

◗◗ scales and tape measures

◗◗ a ball of string

◗◗ hanging prisms to create rainbows

◗◗ a mirror at the children’s height or within reach

◗◗ groups of things e.g. small containers of different sized shells 
and a few very large shells.

How should you display the items you 
have chosen? 
Generally the items in a provocation are displayed so they 
entice children to explore! Use gorgeous (recycled) containers 
or trays to group similar items in and provide tins or bowls for 
sorting and categorising. 
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the the children following the educator’s exact intentions. It 
is not allowing the children room to take the learning where 
they want or need to. 

What to exclude 
With provocations it is is also important to know what to 
exclude. What should not be part of the provocation you set up.

Remember sustainability
If you go and purchase new things to include in a 
provocation, what will happen to them later? Are there other 
ways of providing things sustainably? Look at what you have 
already in the house. Often, just by grouping different things 
together, we can provoke wonder and the urge to learn. 

Don’t use food
Although food items can provide wonderful invitations to 
explore, such as a packet of rice or beans to pour or measure 
or feel, when there are children in the world without enough 
to eat, should we encourage children to play with food? 

Don’t use things that are closed activities 
A beautiful collection of stones of different sizes with a 
wonderfully written query – “can you balance the stones?” – 
may have a few children trying to see if they can, but this is 
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What activities are 
opposite to provocations?

Explicit activities such as craft activities where the Family Day 
Care educator has provided all the children in the group with 
the same materials to create the same product. 

Worksheets or letter forms for tracing or writing words.

What would happen if you provided paper and envelopes and 
cards and pens or charcoal and didn’t tell the children what 
to do with them? What if you didn’t have a distinct outcome 
in mind?

What if you provided craft materials, carboard and glue and 
pictures of sculptures, but didn’t suggest to children they 
create one of their own? 

What is the difference 
between invitations and 
provocations? 

Invitations and provocations are both concepts that come 
from the Reggio Emilia approach but are different. Invitations 
more directly ask children to engage with a specific concept, 
where provocations are much more open ended. 

The educator invites children to think about something 
explicitly or explore the impact of an action. 

What provocations do is encourage children to do something 
and hence to learn through the process of doing. 

It is more about exploratory action and the learning that can 
happen from this where an invitation is inviting a child to do a 
specific thing. 
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The role of the educator
◗◗ The role of an educator is to think carefully about what 

provocations they can set up based on children’s learning, 
developmental stages or interests. 

◗◗ As a Family Day Care educator you need to think carefully 
about what to include in a provocation so that children’s 
learning will be sustained, and children will be focused.

◗◗ You need to think about whether the provocation is for the 
whole group or for an individual child or a pair of children.

◗◗ To be able to set up provocations that work well an educator 
needs time to think and explore themselves. You need time 
to engage in critical thinking about past learning and about 
the impact and success of other provocations.

◗◗ Once you have imagined the provocation in your head and 
worked out what materials you are going to include, you 
need to explore how you think the provocation will work. 
Have you organised it in a way that will inspire curiosity and 
wonder? How would you use it if you came upon it? Would 
you be inspired to learn, to investigate the material? What 

would you ask yourself or want to find out if confronted with 
this provocation? Is it beautiful?

◗◗ Once the children are engaged you need to observe. To 
notice what they are wondering about, what theories they 
have. What are they trying to find out?

◗◗ You may need to modify the materials on the go as children 
develop new questions. You may need to help the children 
find answers. You may need to ask questions. You may 
need to just join in the play and be a co-researcher with the 
children. You may need to think about how you can extend 
the provocation tomorrow by adding new materials to push 
it further or change the direction.
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Why is the single most 
powerful word in a child's 

vocabulary? Encourage them 
to use it as often as possible 
and give them reason to use 
it. Wanting to know why will 

always provoke a child to 
learn. Help provoke  

a child’s learning.
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This booklet is part of the PD In Your Pocket 
professional development program.

This program is being conducted over nine months during 2021. 

This topic – Provoking Learning in Family Day Care – has an accompanying 
webinar and video, both of which can be viewed as videos or listened to as 
podcasts, as well as a further reading list.

There is also a Facebook Group where you can discuss the learning frameworks’ 
practices with other Family Day Care educators in NSW.

For more information about PD In Your Pocket, go to: 

www.nswfdc.org.au/pdinyourpocket

This program has been funded through the NSW Department of Education’s 
Sector Development Program. 
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 “Children need the 
freedom to appreciate the 
infinite resources of their 

hands, their eyes and 
their ears, the resources 

of forms, materials, 
sounds and colours.”

Loris Malaguzzi

This booklet has been funded through 
the NSW Department of Education’s 
Sector Development Program.
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